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Abstract

The two dimensional space spanned by the velocity gradient invariants Q and R is expanded to
three dimensions (3d) by the decomposition of R into its strain production −sijsjkski and enstrophy
production ωiωjsij terms. The {Q; R} space is a planar projection of the new 3d representation.
In the {Q;−sss; ωωs} space the Lagrangian evolution of the velocity gradient tensor Aij is studied
via conditional mean trajectories (CMT) as introduced by Martin et al. (1998). From an analysis
of a numerical data set for isotropic turbulence of Reλ ∼ 230, provided by the JHU Turbulence
database, we observe a pronounced cyclic evolution that is almost perpendicular to the Q − R

plane. The relatively weak cyclic evolution in Q − R space is thus only a projection of a much
stronger cycle in the {Q;−sss; ωωs} space. A comparison of the conditioned mean rates of change,
〈v〉, with instantaneous rates of change, v, reveals that also in the 3d {Q;−sss; ωωs} space the
instantaneous rates are clearly larger than the mean rates. On the other hand, we find the field
of v is better aligned with 〈v〉 than in the corresponding 2d {Q; R} space. We investigate the
role of the pressure Hessian and the Laplacian of Aij . As compared to the Q − R dynamics the
role of the pressure Hessian becomes more clear in the new representation. In high enstrophy
events the pressure Hessian enhances vortex stretching, while in high strain events the pressure
Hessian counteracts strain production and thereby reduces strain. With the combined influence
of the inviscid terms, −AikAkj and ∂2p/(∂xi∂xj), the CMT’s spiral away from the origin. It is
only due to the viscous term ν∇2Aij that the trajectories remain tangential to their corresponding
probability iso-surfaces.
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